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The setup of the CODALEMA experiment installed at the Radio Observatory of Nançay,
Fran e, is des ribed. The observed asymmetry, in the arrival dire tion distribution of radiodete ted osmi
ray showers above 1017 eV, is interpreted as the signature of the geomagneti origin of the air shower radio
emission. In order to orrelate the primary parti le energy to the asso iated radioele tri eld, the lateral
distribution fun tions of the radio signals are arefully studied. In this aim, antenna's breakdowns or possible
environmental ee ts modiying these signals are urrently analyzed and will be presented.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The two major methods for the observation of extensive air showers (EAS) use surfa e dete tors and uores en e
dete tors, measuring respe tively the harged parti les at the ground level and the uores en e light of the EAS.
The advantage for the rst one is its high duty y le when the se ond one presents a large dete tion volume
e ien y and a lower shower model dependen e. The radiodete tion te hnique ould ombine these advantages.
The idea of EAS radiodete tion has been suggested for the rst time in the 60's. The harge ex ess me hanism was rst proposed as the origin of the indu ed radioele tri eld (Askar'yan 1962). Today, the geomagneti indu ed me hanism, whi h was suggested by Kahn et Ler he (Kahn 1965), are preferentially investigated
(geosyn hrotron radiations (Huege 2005), or transverse urrent indu ed emissions (S holten 2008)). The rst
experiments in the 60's obtained promising but oni ting results, leading to the surrender of the giving up in
the 70's. Today, with the improvement of fast ele troni s, EAS radiodete tion be omes an operational te hnique. Several experiments, like CODALEMA in Fran e (Ardouin 2005) or LOPES in Germany (Fal ke 2005),
have already observed eviden e for a radio emission from EAS.

2 Setup of the CODALEMA experiment
The CODALEMA experiment uses three arrays of dete tors : the parti le dete tor array, the antenna dipole
array and the Nançay de ameter array. This later is dedi ated to the study of the ele tri eld with a high spatial
resolution (Le a heux 2009), but its results aren't dis ussed in the urrent analysis. The parti le dete tor array
is dedi ated to the estimation of the shower hara teristi s (primary energy, arrival time, dire tion, size and ore
lo ated of the EAS) using the parti le density of the shower at the ground level. It onsists in 17 s intillator
stations on a grid of 340m × 340m (Fig. 1, left). The number of parti les rea hing the ground and the ore
position are al ulated from the measured parti le densities in these dete tors. The lateral distribution is tted
with an analyti al Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen lateral distribution using a minimization algorithm. Finally, the
energy is omputed by the CIC method with a resolution of 30%, from simulations of proton indu ed EAS run
with AIRES (S iutto 2005). This array produ es also a logi signal to trigger the antenna signal a quisition. In
order to dete t the radio signals seen in oin iden e with ground dete tors a short a tive dipole (Fig. 1, right)
was developed (Charrier 2007). It is made of two 0.6 m long and 0.1 m wide aluminium slats separated by a 10
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Fig. 1. Left : S hemati aeral view of the Codalema experiment. Plasti s intillators are depi ted as squares, antennas
as T, oriented in the NS and EW dire tion. Right: One dipole of the antenna array.

mm gap. This antenna, with smooth variations of lobe, is loaded by a dedi ated high input impedan e low noise
amplier providing a good sensibility and linearity at a high dynami s. The antenna array is made of a 600 ×
450 m ross-shaped ore of 14 antennas in East-West (EW) polarization, 7 antennas lo ated between these arms
and 3 other ones in North-South (NS) polarization (Fig. 1, left). A entral shelter houses the a quisition sytem
and power supplies and is onne ted to the dete tors by ables. So- alled Mata q ADC boards perform a 12-bits
digitalization of signals, at a sampling rate of 1 GS/s and with a memory depth of 2560 points (i.e. 2.5 µs of
signal). If the 5 entral s intillator stations dete t a signal in oin iden e within a 600 ns gate width, a trigger is
produ ed to re ord all signals of the two arrays. This trigger ondition leads to an event rate of about 7 events
per hour. The antenna signals are digitally ltered oine (23-83MHz), to eliminate FM and AM ontributions,
and orre ted for the able frequen y response. Transient radio pulses are sear hed independently in ea h
antenna waveform using a linear predi tion method whi h eliminates also the emitters whose frequen ies lie in
the range used for the experiment. When pulses are dete ted, an absolute time is asso iated to ea h of them
and orre ted for the able and ele troni s delays. From this information, the time and the arrival dire tion
of the shower plane an be obtained by simple triangulation. Finally, the radio and parti le events are folded
into one single event. We limit the angular dieren e between both to 20 degrees and the time dieren e to
± 100 ns in order to keep only well re onstru ted events and eliminate random radio events. A last riterion
is applied if the larger parti le density belongs to a s intillator in the middle of the array. For these so- alled
internal events, the energy and the shower ore lo ation an be estimated with a good a ura y. For details,
see (Ardouin 2005, 2006, 2009).

3 Results
The energy distribution measured by the ground parti le array for internal events is displayed Fig. 2, left,
and ompared with the same energy distribution of events measured in oin iden e by the antenna array. The
threshold of the radio dete tor is learly visible below 1017 eV. Both distributions onverge at 1018 eV. This ree ts
the in rease of the radio dete tion e ien y at high energies. Fig. 2, enter, represents the arrival dire tions
of the radio events, in lo al oordinates, dete ted in the EW polarization. In the azimuthal distribution, a
large asymmetry is visible in the observed event density between the North and the South se tors. This South
side de it is not observed on an antenna ba kground (self-trigger) or for the internal s intillator events. This
observation is thus not asso iated to a dete tor failure or a statisti al u tuation but requires an investigation
of the ele tri eld generation me hanism of the EAS. An obvious andidate for symmetry breaking ee t in
the ele tri eld generation is the geomagneti eld, via the Lorentz for e. The ele tri eld magnitude of this
ontribution should depend on the values of the ve tor ross produ t v ∧ B where v is the dire tion of the
primary parti le. The predi ted event sky map omputed with this hypothesis (Fig. 2, right) is very similar to
the observed sky map. Espe ially, simulated zenithal and azimutal distributions are ompared to the data and
show both good agreement. The polarity (ie. the sign) of the signals and the preliminary results obtained for
the antennas dete ting in the NS polarization are also in good agreement with simulations. This result onrms
the importan e of geomagneti me hanism in the radioele tri eld reation pro ess (Ardouin 2009).
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Fig. 2. Left : Energy distributions for internal events measured by the parti le dete tors (squares) and seen in oin iden e
by the antennas (triangles). Center : Sky map of observed radio events, dete ted in the EW polarization, using a 10◦
gaussian smooth (Zenith is at the enter, North at the top, West at the left). The dire tion of the geomagneti eld is
indi ated by the red dot. Right: Sky map al ulated by onsidering the EW omponent of the Lorentz for e onvolved
by the trigger overage map, and the antenna lobe. The olor s ale is normalized to 1 in the dire tion of the maximum.

4 Monitoring and ee ts of the environnement
The experimental setup of CODALEMA allows an independent measurement of the radioele tri eld for ea h
antenna. The ele tri eld lateral distribution, whi h is simply the signal amplitude as a fun tion of the distan e
d
to the shower axis is omputed event by event and has been tted with an exponential fun tion, E0 e− d0 (Allan's
parameterization (Allan 1971)). The t uses 4 free parameters, E0 , d0 , and the ore position (X0 and Y0 ), and
d is the distan e to the shower axis. The event proles are well tted by su h an exponential fun tion and
permit to study the orrelation in energy, but for some of them (≈ 20%), proles are at and an exponential
t doesn't make sense. Several dete tion ee ts ould explain these unexpe ted proles. To understand them,
monitoring of the antenna array, on the one hand, and study of environnemental ee ts on the other hand are
urrently realized. For one year, a monitoring method has been setup to dete t with a ura y breakdowns in
the antenna array. The monitoring of the noise measured by ea h antenna during long data taking sequen es is
espe ially powerfull to underline breakdowns for one antenna, or an emergen e of transmitter lose to the array.
The dete tion, the analysis, and the repair of these breakdowns be ome fast and easy. For several unexpe ted
proles, the removal from the t of antennas showing breakdowns allows to in rease the quality of the lateral
distribution re onstru tion (Fig. 3). Independently, it is possible to use an algorithm to ignore, in the analysis,
the antenna signals whi h degrade strongly the prole. Both methods give similar results on prole orre tions.
A quantitative study is under way to ompute the ratio of improved proles with these methods.
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: The monitoring shows a breakdown, between the 875th and 895th run (one month) for one antenna.
The result of the lateral distribution t for one unexpe ted prole, during the antenna breakdown. Right :
Result after the removing of the dysfun tional antenna (red dot at the bottom) during the minimization pro ess of the
χ2 . An exponential prole is re overed. Consequently, the lo ation of the shower ore an hange.
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One additionnal orre tion has been obtained by analyzing the environnements of the antennas, whi h vary
from one to the other. This is found to have an impa t on the measured ele tri eld (and onsequently on
the quality of the lateral distribution). For some arrival dire tions of events, frequen y spe tra of few antennas
show os illating features, whi h seem to be due to interferen e. One of these typi al events showing os illating
patterns in the spe trum is presented Fig. 4. A omplete simulation of the environnement of the antenna, with
a signal oming from the dire tion of the shower, was done by the simulation software 4ne 2X suggesting that
the interferen e were due to the modi ation of the antenna lobe by a metalli shelter lose to the antenna.
The interferen e ee t is well reprodu ed by the simulation. A personalized antenna lobe for this antenna an
espe ially be used for all analysis pro esses (under investigation).
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Fig. 4. From left to right A : Antenna lose to the metalli shelter. B : Raw spe trum of a powerful event seen by one
normal antenna. C: Raw spe trum of the same event seen by the antenna lose to the metalli shelter. D: Simulated
gain vs frequen y for two antennas, for a white noise in the arrival dire tion of the osmi ray (without onsidering the
amplier response). Doted lines : without shelter. Solid line : with the metalli shelter.

5 Con lusion
The CODALEMA experiment shows very promising results both in the physi al interpretation of the results
and in the developpement of the radiodete tion method. Improvements in the simulations, and study of ne
dete tion ee ts are urrently under way. Moreover, radio dete tion with autonomous stations presently in
developpement in the CODALEMA ollaboration will allow to dete t EAS at higher energies (1019 eV) and
larger impa t parameters (1000-2000m vs 400m today), and larger zenith angles. To rea h this goal, the rst
stations are deployed at the same time on the CODALEMA site, and on the Pierre Auger Observatory for the
AERA proje t.
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